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Dear Students,  

From this issue, the annual magazine ‘Illuminare’ of Department of Management 

Technology will be merged with the quarterly management e-bulletin for the students and 

the new name would be Pulse.  

The focus of Pulse: Annual Management Magazineis to provide additional inputs to students 

to enter the corporate world. In today’s competitive world, the management students need 

to be an all-rounder. The current issue highlights on ‘5 Point Lessons’ which will act as a 

ready reckoner in the management field.  

I thank all the faculty members for sharing their inputs and articles for the benefit of 

students.  

 

Take full advantage, keep on learning and get prepared to enter the corporate world.  

Happy reading!!! 

 

Dr.Ruchi N. Sao 

Assistant Professor 

DMT, RCOEM 

 

 

____________________________________________ 
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5 Secrets of Super Salesperson 
By Dr.Amir Khan 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Attitude: Winning attitude determines success in the profession of sales. Skills can be 

learnt but winning attitude is developed over a period of consistent efforts and mental 

toughness. Sales professional carrying winning attitude never deviates from his goal 

rather he converts obstacles into opportunities and always aims for excellence. He never 

settles with mediocrity. 

 

2. Communication: Communication is the only thing which makes your prospect 

comfortable with you and it is the only loss which a company will ever regret for losing 

buyer not because of poor service or product but because of communication. The words 

once said can never be taken back; the image once made becomes difficult to change. 

Effective sales communicator always creates maximum opportunities for mutual gains, 

mutual respect and trust because the only things which a competitor cannot copy are his 

words.  

 

3. Active Listening: Super salesperson knows the difference between hearing and listening. 

They actively listen to their buyer whereas a poor sales person always waits for his turn 

to speak. The purpose of communication is lost if both the parties want to talk but not 

listen. Effective listening encourages better feedback and creates many opportunities of 

mutual agreement. Sales person can never understand what’s going on in the mind of 

customer unless he listens to him. 

 



 

 

 

4. Negotiation:Super salesperson creates win-win situation for his company as well as for 

his buyer through well negotiated agreement. Negotiation means arriving at a win-win 

situation. A super salesperson negotiates with the right person who can make a decision 

and close the sale profitably. He knows what customer values & why. 

 

5. Networking: Networking can help you generate more business and makes you stand out 

against the competition. Many sales people do not have a networking strategy but a 

Super salesperson always encash on his networking ability. He takes time and keeps 

patience to make connections and maintaining relationships. By effectively building a 

network of people, super salesperson ensures that whenever he needs a new client or to 

achieve targets, he can call upon his network 
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5 C’s to Spot a Negative Co-worker 

By Dr. Kanak Wadhwani 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A quick and workable way to spot negative worker around you is not with an intention to 

abscond them; instead a leader shall identify such workers in order to manage them in a 

way that reduces the negative experiences on their part. When a worker starts showing 

these symptoms, they might themselves do not realize that they are getting toxic. These 

workers should realize that positive thoughts bring positive experiences and ultimately 

positive results. 

1. Complainer: A co-worker always complaining about the activities within the 

organization and its workings are complainers. These are the people who try to find 

fault in the work patterns of other co-workers as well. 

2. Criticizer: Critiquing the policies, initiatives, changes in an organization seems to be 

healthy these days but a Negative Co- worker is a criticizer by habit and not logic. 

3. Crook: “The rule breaker”. These negative co-workers will always want to show their 

behaviour by breaking, bending the rules. The idea behind such behaviour is to get 

noticed so that they get a platform to showcase their own negative thoughts in front 

of people around them. 

4. Chances seen as obstacles: Employees in this competitive environment find 

themselves opportune to have challenging tasks but when it comes to negative co-

workers these opportunities considered as additional workload.  



 

 

 

 

5. Conversation using “I”: This “C” does not focus on the usage of I during 

conversation, but it talks about the approach and attitude of giving preference to 

self always even over and above the organization. 
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5 Vital Tips for Successful Long Term investing!! 
By Dr. Vandana Gandhi 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

Planning for long-term goals whether it is purchasing a house, children's education/marriage 

or saving up for retirement is not a short process. It requires looking at investments from a 

long-term perspective and picking the right approach. Given below are 5 key principles of 

long-term investing which you should keep in mind: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Your investments should harmonize with your monetary objectives: 

Long-term goals can be achieved successfully only with the help of correct 

investment options. One needs to understand his or her aims, duration for 

attaining them and the risk appetite. People who prefer low risk choose fixed 

deposits, bonds whereas those who can take higher risk opt for equities. Figure out 

different investments in detail and decide which one fulfils your long-term aims. 

 

2. Don't forget the mantra of diversification:This principle has been often 

emphasized by financial mentors since it is of great significance in realizing any 

kind of financial goals. When you invest all your funds into the same investments, 

the risk is highly increased as any kind of downfall can have a huge impact on 

returns. Diversify your portfolio by investing money across various asset classes to 

balance your risk. 

 



 

 

 

 

3. Refrain from taking hasty decisions:Making adjustments in your investment 

portfolio centred on short-term market activity can produce disastrous results and 

affect your long-term goals. The performance of your investments will 

be influenced by happenings in the financial markets taking place in the future and 

not in the past. Stick to your chosen investment strategy and be patient. 

 

4. Have rational expectations from market performance:Instability in markets 

occurs due to various social, pecuniary, and political factors. Be prepared for some 

ups and downs which can take place. Generally, uncertain events can lead to 

market collapse. However, as conditions slowly return to normal, markets also 

become stable and offer profitable returns. 

 

5. Review your progress periodically:Creating an investment portfolio with the 

correct mix is not enough to attain your long-term goals. You must keep a regular 

tab on your investments and make necessary changes in line with market swings. 

Moreover, you can seek the advice of an expert financial advisor who can help you 

monitor growth of each investment and modify them according to your desired 

asset allocation. 
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Be perfect at Time Management  

By Dr. Ruchi N Sao 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

The key to time management is not to prioritize what’s on your schedule, but to schedule your 

priorities. If we cannot manage our time, we cannot manage anything.  

 

1. How much to give in one task: The amount of time to be spent on each task needs to be 

determined. It often happens that in process of improving the best thing, we tend to 

waste our time. Just, wrap up tasks when they have come out absolutely right. It is not 

always important to add fringes for each task.   

 

2. Finish important tasks first: The “to do list” that you prepare should be divided as per 

priority. The tasks that can be finished in second half & are not urgent should not be 

done in the first half. There are many activities for which we depend on others. Such 

activities should be marked & time frame must be given to them so that your tasks do 

not get delayed.  

 

3. Give 100% to the task in hand: The moment you take up a task, try to finish it at that 

time only. When we start reworking on it, you reinvest time to think on what you had 

done earlier. Whatever task you are performing, it is necessary to give complete focus & 

attention at that time on the same. If you don’t know something use search engines or 

take some help; make all attempts to finish the task in hand.  



 

 

 

 

4. Learn to say “NO”: It is difficult to say no, but do so when necessary without being 

impolite. The reward for good work is always more work. The work will keep on coming 

to you. Pause & ponder for a while whether what you are doing is required or not.   

 

5. Batch related tasks together: We tend to work on dependent tasks at different times. 

Make sure the similar tasks are put together. For instance, if you want to take three 

approvals from the same person, batch it up and go together instead of going three 

times. Avoid wasting time in non-productive work.  
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Open Office Etiquettes 

By Dr. Archana Shrivastava 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

The objective of open office is to encourage collaborative work culture. Employees can 

benefit such a move in terms of reduced hierarchy, improved collaboration and a greater 

sense of belonging to the organization, Open office system ignites creativity and instills a 

sense of belonging in employees without affecting freedom of an individual. Open office is 

often subjected to lack of privacy, lower productivity,  loud noise levels, human 

distractions, higher stress levels, poor co-worker relations.  Following five workplace 

guidelines help to combat these detrimental effects and promote effective work 

environment: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Don’t be a distraction: In addition to noise and smells, remember that actions can 

be a distraction as well. Try to keep fidgeting – including tapping your foot on the 

floor or hand on the desk – to a minimum. If you have to get up, try to do so quietly 

and respectfully. 

 

2. Be flexible and open-minded: Working in an open environment means less privacy, 

and even though we all try to respect one another, problems will always arise. Close 

quarters means a stronger sense of teamwork. Impromptu meetings will inevitably 

happen. With no warning, someone hands me a project to work on and I’m expected 

to drop everything to handle it. Instead of stressing about it and letting it ruin the 

day, go with the flow and do the best work possible despite the situation. Wear ear 

plugs. Bring your laptop and see whether you can work from a mobile spot for an 

hour or two (until the commotion clears). Respectfully express your situation to 

others (“I don’t mean to be rude, but I’m trying to meet my deadline; could you take 

the conversation to corridor?”). Whatever happens, don’t be rude. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

3. Don’t Snoop: Walk around the partition to see a neighbor, instead of popping your 

head over the top. And as you walk down the passageways, don’t peek into each 

workstation. Pretend that workstations have walls. Don’t barge into a work area that 

has no door. Lightly tap on the wall near the opening or say “Excuse me” to 

announce your arrival. Never assume it’s OK to enter someone’s work space unless he 

or she signals you to do so. 

 

4. Move conversations from hallways: Lead the group you’re talking with to a 

conference room or other common area so you don’t disturb co-workers who are 

trying to concentrate. Don’t chime in to conversations you hear over the wall. 

Whether it’s a work question you can answer or a private conversation you’d rather 

not hear, ignore comments that aren’t directed at you. 

 

5. Turn down the volume: Keep the noise level to a minimum. Mute any sound effects 

on a screensaver, set your phone ringer on low (and send callers directly to voice 

mail when you won’t be able to answer), set your personal cell phone to silent mode 

and minimize the volume of any computer alarms.  Remember that everyone around 

you is trying to focus, and even though some business operations require a little bit 

of noise, try to keep it as quiet as possible. 
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Recognize the Signs before the Employee leaves… 

By Dr. Ruchi Sao 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

As a boss, it is important to identify the signs that your employee is giving that he will quit 

the organization. It is always good to retain best employees, but you can also give away 

with the deadwood. There are many signs showing intention to quit. However, following are 

the 5 frequently observed.  

 

 

 

1. Sudden changes in schedules 

The employee may withdraw himself from attending meetings or may start coming 

late to office and leave on time. There is a drop in interest in any kind of work.  

2. Drop in efficiency  

If your employee is extremely productive and there is a sudden drop in efficiency, 

they may leave. They come to work but are not putting their 100% at work.  

3. Expressing unhappiness  

If your employee is frequently expressing verbally that he is not happy, higher are 

the chances that they have an intention to exit.  

4. Distant Behaviour  

When you talk to your employees who have an intention to quit and you suddenly 

feel cold. There is a sudden change in their behaviour which can be seen remarkably.  

5. Taking too many leaves  

They may be taking too many leaves or breaks in the form of vacations just to utilize 

the remaining leaves before they actually quit.  

So, just watch out for these signs in your employees.  
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